SUBJECT: Irma Fiorin

TO: SCI (2), Milan

1. Reference your report of 9 Apr. 46, JMX-1074, paragraph B, this officer supplies additional information regarding Subject above.

   a. Subject was not a Fascist until after 8 September 1943.

   b. After 8 September 1943, subject joined the PRF and became very active in its Milan circles.

   c. Her (known) activity was centered mainly in social work as head of the Assistance Section of the Fascist party caring for orphaned children.

   d. Subject was well off financially having sold a clothing store that she owned in Milan.

   e. Subject, from the time she assumed her position in the Fascist party forsokk practically all former friends and acquaintances and broke off family ties with her sister. Subject's relatives heard nothing from her during the period 8 Sept. 1943-April 1945.

   f. Relatives state that in April 1945, Subject went into hiding fearing reprisals by partisans and the Italian government. Relatives claim not to have heard from her since and do not know where Subject is in hiding.

   g. It is believed that Subject is still hiding in the company of Gen. Visconti.

   h. No other information is available at present.
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